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Abstract—Online services are playing critical roles in almost all aspects of users’ life. Users usually have multiple online identities
(IDs) in different online services. In order to fuse the separated user data in multiple services for better business intelligence, it is
critical for service providers to link online IDs belonging to the same user. On the other hand, the popularity of mobile networks and
GPS-equipped smart devices have provided a generic way to link IDs, i.e., utilizing the mobility traces of IDs. However, linking IDs
based on their mobility traces has been a challenging problem due to the highly heterogeneous, incomplete and noisy mobility data
across services. In this paper, we propose DPLink, an end-to-end deep learning based framework, to complete the user identity
linkage task for heterogeneous mobility data collected from different services with different properties. DPLink is made up by a feature
extractor including a location encoder and a trajectory encoder to extract representative features from trajectory and a comparator to
compare and decide whether to link two trajectories as the same user. Particularly, we propose a pre-training strategy with a simple
task to train the DPLink model to overcome the training difficulties introduced by the highly heterogeneous nature of different source
mobility data. Besides, we introduce a multi-modal embedding network and a co-attention mechanism in DPLink to deal with the
low-quality problem of mobility data. By conducting extensive experiments on two real-life ground-truth mobility datasets with eight
baselines, we demonstrate that DPLink outperforms the state-of-the-art solutions by more than 15% in terms of hit-precision.
Moreover, it is expandable to add external geographical context data and works stably with heterogeneous noisy mobility traces.

Index Terms—deep learning; mobility trajectory; user identity linkage
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1 INTRODUCTION

Smartphones and other mobile devices have made it easy
for users to access various online services nearly everywhere
and at any time. It is very common for a user to have
multiple online identifiers (IDs) in different services such as
online social networks (OSN), e-commerce services, online
games, etc. Service providers have strong motivations to
massively mine user data for monetization and optimizing
user experience [1]. To capture a more comprehensive un-
derstanding of user behavior, it is increasingly intriguing to
link user IDs across multiple services to fuse the separated
data [2], [3].

To these ends, linking online IDs plays a critical role in
data fusion for better business intelligence. Early research
has explored different ways to link user IDs by using
service-specific data such as user profile attributes [4] and
social graphs [5]. However, these approaches depend on
whether these services have the same data type. For exam-
ple, e-commerce services often do not have social graphs to
match with an online social network. Moreover, users may
fill in fake information (e.g., name, gender) in their profiles,
which makes the linkage even harder.

In this paper, we explore a more generic approach to
link user IDs by leveraging the spatial-temporal locality of
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user activities. The key intuition is that no matter what
online services a user accesses, we can bind them to the
user’s physical presence, which is characterized by time and
location. This becomes possible because most online services
today have a mobile version with the location as parts of
the service (e.g., Uber, Yelp, Twitter). Besides, with some
tolerance on granularity, even network accessing related
information can be translated into location [6]. Figure 1
presents an intuitive example of linking IDs with mobility
trajectories. Our goal is to link multiple online IDs that
belong to the same users across different services. Despite
the inspiring prospects and results of user identity linkage,
several key challenges remain to be solved:

Fig. 1. An example of linking user accounts with mobility trajectories. We
want to link user A (purple) from Foursquare with user B (yellow) and C
(red) from Twitter. Based on the left trajectory of three accounts, we find
that the trajectory of user B (yellow) is much closer to the trajectory of
user A (purple). Thus, we can link the user A account with the user B
account successfully.
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Heterogeneity nature of mobility data: Due to the
different usage behavior of users and various collection
mechanisms, the properties of mobility data (e.g., sample
rate, time periods) are drastically different across services.
For example, the mobility traces collected by an Internet
Service Provider (ISP) are over 4 times denser than those
collected by an online social network. Early works simply
assume mobility traces of different services have similar a
sample rate [7] or time period [8], which are sensitive to
the heterogeneous mobility data and do not perform well
in practice. Due to this challenge, the general trajectory
similarity [9], [10] algorithm designed for the trajectory from
the same data source also fails to model the correlated
relationship between the different data sources and can not
be effectively applied in the linkage problem.

Poor quality of mobility data: The data quality of col-
lected mobility data is not always so good. On the one hand,
the collected data only records the time and location infor-
mation of mobility which is not enough to mine the hidden
semantics of it. On the other hand, due to the limitation of
devices and other artificial reasons [11], [12], the collected
data usually contains noisy records to generate significant
spatial and temporal mismatches between trajectories from
different services. Because of the limitation of algorithms
and the lack of proper data, existing approaches [8], [13] ig-
nore the hidden semantics of mobility trajectory. Although,
some works [14] propose prior knowledge-based solutions
to address the mismatch problem. These solutions require
proper manual parameter settings and are difficult to be
applied in reality.

In this paper, we propose DPLink, an end-to-end deep
learning based framework, to achieve linking IDs belonging
to the same user for mobility data collected from differ-
ent services with heterogeneous nature. DPLink consists
of two main components: a feature extractor module and a
comparator module. The feature extractor module is designed to
extract vector features from input raw trajectory and model
relations between the trajectories from the different data
sources. The following comparator module, implemented as a
multilayer feed-forward network, is aimed to yield the final
similarity score of the extracted representative trajectory
feature vectors.

As the core component of DPLink, feature extractor
contains two encoders: location encoder and trajectory en-
coder. The location encoder is designed to integrate multi-
dimensional input and extract the low-level feature of iso-
lated locations. The multi-modal embedding based design
in location encoder makes DPLink expandable to other avail-
able geographical features like PoI context. The following
trajectory encoder is designed to capture the transitional rela-
tions of a single trajectory itself and model the correlation
between two different trajectories. In the trajectory encoder,
the transitional relations of a single trajectory are captured
by a sequential encoder. Then a selector is introduced at the
end of trajectory encoder to force the model to focus on the
discriminative parts of trajectory and model the correlations
between two different trajectories. With the help of this
attention-based selector, DPLink not only can observe the
similar parts of two trajectories but also works robustly with
noisy and missing trajectory.

Besides, we propose a pre-training mechanism to ad-

dress the training challenges introduced by the heterogene-
ity nature of mobility data. Following our proposed training
mechanism, our model is first trained to complete a warm-
up task as linking trajectory from one mobility data but
with different time periods. Due to the regularity of human
mobility [15], [16] and the consistency and high quality of
used mobility data, this single data based linkage task is
much easier for DPLink to complete than the linkage task on
cross-domain datasets with different quality. Intuitively, this
single data based linkage task acts as a simple auxiliary task
to help the model to first learn about the basic knowledge
of the trajectory space. Then, the pre-trained network with
prior knowledge of the physical world and trajectory data is
trained to complete the final target task: user identity linkage
task on different data collected from different services.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We are the first to use deep learning techniques in the
user identity linkage problem based on the heterogeneous
mobility traces collected from different services with dif-
ferent quality. Our model does not assume any property
of mobility data and works with heterogeneous mobility
data across services.

• We utilize a recurrent network with pooling unit as a
trajectory encoder to extract transitional features from
each single trajectory and introduce co-attention based se-
lector to capture potential correlations between trajectories
from two different data sources. With fusing these two
features, our model obtains a comprehensive high-level
understanding of trajectory.

• We propose a simple yet effective pre-training mechanism
to adapt to the heterogeneity nature of different source
mobility data. And the proposed training mechanism
greatly improves the performance and robustness of our
deep learning model on the user identity linkage task on
the different data sources.

• We perform experiments on three real-life mobility
datasets and compare the performance of our model with
nine baselines. Extensive results demonstrate that DPLink
outperforms state-of-the-art solutions by more than 15%.
Moreover, our model succeeds in utilizing additional geo-
graphical context data to further improve the performance
and works robustly with noisy data.

Compared with the conference version [17], we extend
this work from three aspects. First of all, we propose an
enhanced version of the original model by adding a sim-
ilarity matcher that directly considers the spatial-temporal
similarity from the embedding space. The similarity matcher
not only helps to improve the effectiveness of our model
but also makes it insensitive and robust to the specific
network structure including recurrent network type and
attention mechanism. We also give a more detailed discus-
sion and illustration of the model design, which will help
readers better understand the intuition and design of our
model. Secondly, we add a new public data to evaluate
the performance of our model and a new state-of-the-art
baseline with two new widely used metrics. The extensive
results guarantee the effectiveness and reproducibility of
our methods in the user identity linkage task. Finally, we
extend the expansion capability and stability experiment
and also add a hyper-parameter study experiment on three
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datasets. The results give more insights on the effectiveness
and limitation of the proposed model, which sheds light for
the future direction.

2 PROBLEM FORMULATION

TABLE 1
A list of commonly used notations.

Notat. Description
A The set of all online IDs
S The set of types (platform) for online IDs
As The set of online account IDs on platform s
T The set of all time slots
t time stamp
L The set of all regions
l location indicator
E The set of PoIs
e semantic information

p = (l, t, e) A location record
x The embedded location record
h The hidden state of recurrent network

u, v online user ID
R(u) location records sequence for online ID u
r(u) trajectory slice for online ID u
I (u, v) Binary variable indicating whether ID u and v

belong to the same users
N The number of linking candidates for online ID u

Let A represents the set of online account IDs, and S
represents the set of different online platforms. Then, ∀s ∈ S,
As denotes the set of online account IDs on platform s.
As shown in Figure 1, for each user, we define its trajec-
tory as a sequence of tuple p = (l, t, e), which represents
a location record in location l with semantic label e at
time t. For example, in Figure 1, l is (40.470,−73.993), t is
6, April,Wed., 10 : 00, and e is the Chinese restaurant. Note
that locations and times may be recorded at a different gran-
ularity and levels of precision in different source mobility
data (e.g., GPS coordinates or nearest base station in location
record). Thus, without loss of generality, locations and times
are divided into bins corresponding to geographical regions
(e.g., street block) and intervals of time (e.g., one hour). Here,
the semantic label e is defined as the distribution of points
of interest (PoIs). As the bottom dashed circle in Figure 1
shows, beyond the nearest PoI, for each location l we can
calculate its nearby PoI distribution in a certain space as the
semantic label, e.g., a multi-hot vector [0, 0, 1, 0, ..., 0, 1, 0...],
where the first 1 means l is close to a bus station, the second
1 means it is close to a restaurant, and the left 0 means that
other types of PoIs are not existed around location l. We
further define T as the set of all time bins, L as the set of all
locations, and E as the set of PoIs.

Given any online ID u ∈ A, we define its location records
as, R(u) = {p1, p2, ..., pn}, where n denotes the number of
location records. Taking the continuity of mobility data into
consideration, we further partition the location records into
meaningful trajectories R(u) = {r1(u), r2(u), ...} with maxi-
mum time window Tw (e.g., 1 day). Given a pair of online
IDs u ∈ A1 and v ∈ A2, let a binary variable I(u, v) indicates
whether these two IDs belong to the same user when the
trajectories of them r(u), r(v) are known,

I(u, v) =
{

1, u,v belong to the same user.
0, u,v belong to different user.

Further, given a target ID u, a list of candidates IDs
v1, v2, ..., vN ⊆ A

2 and their trajectories r(u) and r(vi) for
i = 1, 2, ..., N , we aim to build a function, which is approx-
imate to the identity function I enough, to find the best
matching trajectory r(vi) and ID vi .

Fig. 2. Different working mechanisms of traditional methods and our
proposed model.

Following the aforementioned definitions, many re-
searchers [8], [13], [14] proposed insightful algorithms to
work out this problem. However, because of the data qual-
ity problem and heterogeneity of mobility trajectory, these
methods are still far from application in reality. Inspired by
the powerful representation ability of deep learning models,
we propose a deep learning based framework to address
these challenges and aim to achieve better performance
on real-life mobility datasets. The difference in workflows
between existing works and our work is shown in Figure 2.
In the traditional workflow of existing works, they usually
first align the trajectory from the spatial or probabilistic
view and then calculate the spatial or distribution distance
to obtain a score. However, instead of aligning trajectory
directly, we aim to utilize deep learning tools to first obtain
the latent representation of mobility trajectory and then
calculate the similarity between these two vectors as the
similarity of trajectories. The details of our proposed model
can be found in the next section.

3 MODEL AND METHOD

The structure of DPLink is presented in Figure 3. DPLink
contains three major components: location encoder, trajectory
encoder, and comparator network. The input trajectory pairs
are first processed by location encoder and then fed into tra-
jectory encoder to extract multi-level representative features.
Particularly, DPLink uses an co-attention based selector at the
end of trajectory encoder to focus on the similar parts of the
trajectory pair and avoid the potentially harmful influence
of missing and noisy data. Finally, the generated vector pair,
which represents the original trajectory pair, are fed into the
comparator network to calculate the similarity score of two
input trajectories.

3.1 Location Encoder

Location encoder is a multi-modal embedding module,
which is designed to reorganize and embed the spatial
and temporal features of a trajectory point pi = (ti, li, ei)
into a single vector xi . As introduced before, ei can be
defined as the nearest PoI as a one-hot vector or as the
multiple distributions as the multi-hot vector. Here, we
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Fig. 3. The main architecture of DPLink consisting of three major components: location encoder, trajectory encoder (including recurrent encoder
and attention-based selector), and comparator network.

choose the multi-hot vector of PoI distribution as the default
settings for the convenience of the experiment and we also
compare different kinds of semantic label representations in
Section 4.4. As the distribution of nearby PoIs, ei not only
represents the potential semantic motivation of the mobility
but also provides us another fuzzy localization method [18]
to reduce the harmful effects of noisy and inaccurate GPS
records in the raw data. We design three sparse linear em-
bedding layers to encode each type of input (e.g., one-hot)
into a dense vector representation. Then, we concatenate
them together to obtain an ensemble vector xi . To strengthen
the modeling ability of the embedding module, we add a
tanh function as the final non-linear activation function. The
formulation of the embedding module is as follows,

xi = tanh(Wppi + bp) = tanh([Wt ti + bt ; Wl li + bl ; Weei + be]),

where W and b denote the learnable parameters of embed-
ding layers, tanh denotes the non-linear activation function,
[; ; ] denotes the concatenate function.

As mentioned above, the location fed into our model
is in the form of a one-hot vector. Compared with the
original geographic coordinates, the one-hot vector loses
the information of spatial dependencies, which means that
regions close to each other in the physical world can be far
away in the one-hot space. However, the spatial dependency
is important in measuring trajectory similarity. To enable
DPLink to learn about the spatial adjacency of location, we
introduce the mobility prediction task to help our model
learn the meaning of closeness of location. This task is to
predict the next location of an object by knowing its trajec-
tory history. Due to the regularity of mobility, the location
points of the trajectory which neared in the time dimension
is also neared in the spatial dimension. In other words, the
location encoder is enforced by the mobility prediction task
to embed the adjacent location in the physical world into
the adjacent space in the latent high-dimensional space in a
neural network.

It is noted that this multi-modal embedding module is
shared by the network to simultaneously process two input
trajectories. This sharing mechanism guarantees that two

types of trajectories from the same geographical space can
be projected into another same latent space. Besides, the
shared embedding module also greatly reduces the param-
eters of the whole network. Due to the high-dimensional
characteristic of the embedding module, we consider addi-
tional regularization techniques to prevent the overfitting
of it. Inspired by the successful application in the language
modelling, we apply embedding dropout [19] in our loca-
tion encoder. When pe is the drop rate of the embedding
module, the remaining non-dropped location embeddings
are re-scaled by 1

1−pe
. Besides, we also add a standard

dropout layer after the embedding concate layer.

3.2 Trajectory Encoder
Following the location encoder is the trajectory encoder for
multi-level trajectory feature extracting, which is the core
component of our model. It consists of a similarity matcher to
model the similarity between two trajectories in the isolated
location level, a sequential encoder to extract the transitional
level feature of a single trajectory, and a selector to extract
correlated level features of trajectory pair.

3.2.1 Similarity Matcher
Following the embedded trajectory representation, we first
build the similarity matcher module to extract location
level features from the trajectory for matching. As shown
in Figure 3, the similarity matcher module is made up of
a correlation calculator (appears twice in the framework
from two views) and two specific soft-max functions. Firstly,
we calculate the correlation value between two input tra-
jectories. For example, we have one embedded trajectory
A = {Ai}, i = 1, 2, ..., n, Ai ∈ R

k∗1 and another embedded
trajectory B = {Bi}, i = 1, 2, ...,m, Bi ∈ R

k∗1, where k is the
embedding size. After calculating the correlation, we get a
correlation matrix C ∈ Rn∗m, where each row in it represents
the “correlation” between a specific point of trajectory A
and the whole trajectory B and each column represents the
“correlation” between a specific point of trajectory B and
the whole trajectory A. Secondly, we calculate the mean
value of each row to construct a n-dimensional vector, which
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the similarity matcher with an actual correlation
matrix.

represents the similarity of each point in the trajectory A
to the whole trajectory B. Finally, we apply a soft-max
function upon this vector to obtain a normalized distri-
bution and sum up the embedded trajectory A with this
normalized vector as weights to obtain the isolated location
level representation(sA ∈ Rk∗1) of trajectory A. Similarly, we
reduce the correlation matrix from the column view by cal-
culating the mean value of each column to obtain a m dimen-
sional vector and normalize it by another soft-max function
to obtain the isolated location level representation(sB ∈ Rk∗1)
of trajectory B. These two low-level trajectory representation
will be fused in the final comparator network to construct
the full view representation of the trajectory. The detailed
design of the similarity matcher is presented in Figure 4.

3.2.2 Sequential Encoder

Paralleled with the former similarity matcher, we build a
sequential encoder to extract medium level features of tra-
jectory from the transition view, which is shown in Figure 5.
Based on the embedded vector representation {x1, x2, ..., xn}
of original trajectory {p1, p2, ..., pn}, sequential encoder cap-
tures the sequential transitions and model the mobility
pattern of a single trajectory. The output encoded trajectory
feature is recorded as vector representations {h1, h2, ..., hn}.
The recurrent encoder is made up of a recurrent neural
network with max/mean pooling operation. The recurrent
neural network is a standard class of neural networks,
which is designed with cycle and internal memory to model
the sequential information. We use the widely used long
short term memory (LSTM) and its popular variation gated
recurrent unit (GRU) as the basic unit of our recurrent
encoder. The formulations of GRU are as follows

fi = σ(W f x xi +W f hhi−1 + b f ),

ri = σ(Wrx xi +Wrhhi−1 + br ),

ci = tanh(Wcx xi + rt ∗ (Wchhi−1) + bc),

hi = (1 − fi) ∗ ci + fi ∗ hi−1,

where xi is the input in i time slot, hi−1 is the last output of
GRU unit, multiple matrix W are different gate parameters,
multiple vectors b are the bias vectors for different part, ∗
means element-wise multiplication, fi is the update weight,
ri is the reset gates, ci is the update state and hi is the output
state.

Since the number of features extracted from the recurrent
network is still identical to the length of trajectory, we
introduce pooling operation (e.g., max-pooling and mean-
pooling) after recurrent network to obtain fix-length vector

Fig. 5. Details of the sequential encoder in the DPLink model.

representation of trajectory. For n feature vectors with k-
dimension, the max-pooling operation is to select the max-
imum value in each poison of the k-dimension vector from
n instances and then generate a k-dimension vector. Mean-
pooling means to calculate an average vector of n feature
vectors. This operation is beyond only feature reshaping but
also achieves a certain range of performance improvement
in our experiment. This is because the pooling operation
acts as a simple self-feature filter to select important fea-
tures. As Figure 5 shows, with the help of recurrent net-
work with max-pooling, we model the sequential relations
{h1, h2, ..., hn} and finally obtain a single feature vector z for
each trajectory. And we call this single feature vector z as
the primary representation vector for trajectory.

3.2.3 Co-Attention based Selector

Fig. 6. Co-attention based selector with “dot” based correlation weights.

To handle the data quality problem and enable our
model to focus on the critical parts of the trajectory pair for
matching and linking, we propose to design a co-attention
based selector network, which is presented in Figure 6. The
extracted features in this selector are also regarded as the
high-level feature of two trajectories. We first briefly intro-
duce the background knowledge of attention mechanisms.

Given a query vector q and a series of candidate
vectors {h1, h2, ..., hn}, attention mechanism can be imple-
mented with two steps: 1) to calculate the “correlation”
between the query vector q and all these candidate vectors
{h1, h2, ..., hn}; 2) with these normalized “correlation” as
weights {α1, α2, ..., αn}, to calculate the weighted sum y of
candidate vectors as the comprehensive representation of
them. This weighted sum y is regarded as the summary of
the most related parts of candidates {h1, h2, ..., hn} for the
query q. There are three widely used attention methods: dot,
general, mlp. The main difference between these attention
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implementations is the calculation of “correlation”. The
formulation of above attention methods are as follows,

y =
∑

αihi, αi = σ( f (q, hi)),

fdot (q, hi) = hTi q,

fgen(q, hi) = hTi Wq,

fmlp(q, hi) = vT tanh(Wq +Uhi),

where W,U, v are the learnable parameters, f represents the
score function, σ is the soft-max function, hi represents ith
candidate vector, q is the query vector and y is the final
output.

Figure 6 presents the core idea of the co-attention based
selector. In the common application of attention mechanisms
like neural machine translation, there is only one candidate
sequence, where the query vector q of attention is naturally
constructed from candidates {h1, h2, ..., hn}, e.g., q = hn.
Different from the former, we introduce a co-attention mech-
anism to adapt the general attention network for pair input
to capture and model the correlation relationship. For the
candidates {hA

1 , h
A
2 , ..., h

A
n } from trajectory A, we use the

primary representation vector zB of trajectory B as the query
vector qA = zB. Meanwhile, we use the primary representation
vector zA of trajectory A as the query vector qB = zA
for the candidates {hB

1 , h
B
2 , ..., h

B
m} from trajectory B. In this

way, we directly connect two trajectories before the final
comparator network and give them opportunities to find the
related parts of each other. Further, this co-attention based
selector will reduce the harmful effects of potential noisy
records. After the processing of the co-attention network, we
obtain the final feature vector of trajectory: yA for original
trajectory A {pA

1 , pA
2 , ..., pA

n } and yB for original trajectory B
{pB

1 , pB
2 , ..., pB

m}.

3.3 Comparator Network

Fig. 7. Illustration of the final comparator network.

The final component of our model is a comparator
network, which is shown in Figure 7. It is implemented
as a multilayer feed-forward network. The final layer of
the comparator network is a neural unit with a sigmoid
function acting as a logistic regression function to generate
the final similarity score. The feature vectors (sA, yA, zA)
and (sB, yB, zB) are independently fused to obtain the final
vector presentation of each trajectory. To prevent the risk
of overfitting, we apply a standard dropout operation after
the fusion layer. Then these two vector representations
are fed into a multi-layer feed-forward network to yield
the similarity score. From the view of the problem, the
comparator network gives two input trajectories a second
chance to exchange information and validate each other.

From the view of the network, the comparator network can
be regarded as a simple but effective classifier for binary
classification to judge whether two input vectors belong to
the same class. Due to the sigmoid function, the output score
is a normalized probability that can be optimized by the
binary cross-entropy loss function.

3.4 Training strategy

Our model works in an end-to-end manner without re-
quiring handcrafting features. Since we translate the user
identity task into a binary classification problem, we choose
the binary cross-entropy loss as the objective loss function.

Loss = −
∑n

i=1
yi log xi + (1 − yi) log(1 − xi),

In the training, the Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam)
algorithm is utilized to optimize the model. Several widely
used tricks, such as dropout, L2 regularization, and learning
rate schedule, are used to avoid the overfitting problem.
The detailed settings for these parameters can refer to Sec-
tion 4.1.4 and Table 4.

However, due to the heterogeneous nature of mobility
trajectories from the different services and platforms, our
model always fails to converge and stops with really poor
performance when directly trained from scratch. The in-
tuition that mobility trajectories from different platforms
share identical underlying spatial-temporal patterns is the
precondition for completing the user identity linkage task.
Nevertheless, due to the heterogeneous nature of mobility
trajectories from different data sources, our model struggles
to explore the huge spaces and learn the true knowledge
of it. On the one hand, different platforms provide users
with various services and users generate different mobility
behaviors with various intentions. On the other hand, the
sample rate and recording mechanism of collecting data
on different platforms are also different. All of these lead
to the heterogeneous nature of mobility trajectories, which
make it difficult for our model to learn valuable knowledge.
Consequently, our original model fails to link trajectories
across different mobility data.

Here, we propose to pre-train the whole model with a
simple task as a warm-up to first obtain the basic knowledge
of the physical world and trajectory pattern. Once our
model achieves good performance on this simple task, we
start to train it with the final user identity linkage task on

Fig. 8. Two-step training strategy for user identity linkage task.
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TABLE 2
Statistics of collected trajectory datasets.

Dataset Users Records Locations Rec./U. Loc./U. Duration

Twitter-F 1228 53337 8975 43 25 21 months
Foursquare 2970 44915 8975 15 12 48 months

ISP 2844 325215 12576 114 19 1 week
Weibo 1761 49651 12576 28 5 1 week

Instagram 2505 428492 59634 171 37 35 months
Twitter-I 1721 447972 46310 260 40 51 months

different mobility data sources. This warm-up task is to
identify whether two mobility trajectories from the same
platform in different periods (e.g., different days) belong to
the same user. This warm-up task is proposed based on the
observation from the regularity of human mobility [15], [16],
people usually go to the same places ( e.g., to and from
where he needs to go like home and office) and generate
similar even the same trajectories in different workdays.
Furthermore, the trajectories used in the warm-up task are
both from the identical high-quality mobility dataset, which
is denser and without too many missing records. Due to the
regularity of mobility and the high-quality mobility dataset,
the warm-up task becomes an easier and directional task
to help the model to converge and learn the useful prior
knowledge for the future difficult task.

The two-step training strategy is presented in Fig-
ure 8. Our training strategy can be regarded as a kind of
network-based transfer learning method. The prior knowl-
edge learned from the first linkage task on a single dataset is
transferred to the final linkage task (target task) on different
datasets by sharing partial network weights.

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments on three
real-world datasets with nine baselines to evaluate the per-
formance of our model on user identity linkage task.

4.1 Experimental Settings
4.1.1 Datasets
We carry out experiments with three real-world cross-
domain mobility datasets. The first dataset is the mobile
network record dataset provided by one of the largest major
Internet Service Providers (ISP) in China and the social net-
work location service records obtained from Weibo. The left
two datasets are the location-based social network datasets
from Foursquare, Twitter and Instagram. Table 2 summa-
rizes the basic statistical information of datasets. Below, we
describe these datasets in detail.

ISP-Weibo. The ISP dataset contains 325215 mobility
records that cover the metropolitan area of Shanghai from
April 19 to April 26 in 2016. The location records are gen-
erated in the base station level when users access cellular
networks via mobile devices for communication and the
Internet. Each trajectory is characterized by an anonymized
user ID. It contains a series of spatial-temporal points pro-
duced by the user, where each point includes a base station
ID and a timestamp. We replace the base station ID with a
certain longitude-latitude coordinate according to the base
station information provided by ISP. The Weibo dataset is

generated from the ISP dataset. Our collaborators from ISP
collected the Weibo sessions from the ISP datasets in the
same time window with the permission of Weibo. In the
Weibo dataset, each mobile trace is characterized by a Weibo
ID and contains a series of GPS coordinates that show up
in HTTP sessions between the mobile application and the
Weibo server. These GPS coordinates are produced when
users access the location service in their mobile applications
like check-in. Before we access the dataset, the collaborators
have mapped the Weibo ID into the same anonymized user
ID in the ISP dataset to protect personal privacy.

Foursquare-Twitter [20]. This dataset contains the trajec-
tories data from Foursquare, a popular location-based social
network (LBSN), and Twitter, a micro-blogs social network
around the world. As its primary function, Foursquare
provides users various location-related services like location
check-ins and posting online reviews. Twitter also provides
users with basic location-based services like location check-
ins. Provided by Zhang et al. [20], the data is crawled from
the web pages of thousands of users who use both platforms
with at least one location records during November 2012 in
the east coast of U.S. Based on the crawled raw data, the
trajectory is also characterized as a user’s account ID and a
series of GPS coordinates with timestamp.

Instagram-Twitter [8]. This dataset contains public
check-in data from Instagram and Twitter. Instagram is a
popular photo-sharing application and service, where users
can share pictures and videos with location information
through mobile, desktop, laptop, and tablet. Based on the
public data on the Instagram, [8] extracts their pubic twitter
account and obtains the shared check-ins. After filtering
users [8], [21], the final public dataset contains 1717 users
with 337934 Instagram records and 447366 Twitter records,
where a record is stored as a tuple (user ID, latitude,
longitude, time-stamp). The details of how to obtain this
data can refer to [8], [21]. As the basic statistics in Table 2
show, the trajectory quality of this data is much better than
the former two datasets, which is made up of densely and
balanced records from two platforms.

PoI dataset. We crawled 0.75 million points of interest
(PoI) of Shanghai from BaiduMap as the additional ge-
ographical context of the ISP-Weibo dataset. As Table 3
shows, the crawled PoI dataset contains 20 categories and
can be classified into 7 region functions. For every base
station in the ISP dataset, we calculate the distribution of
PoIs for it in the surrounding 1-kilometer area. This PoIs
distribution serves as a soft function label for the region and
describes the potential intention of the user’s movement.
Besides, we also collect PoI data [22] for the Foursquare-
Twitter dataset to support the semantic experiments in Sec-
tion 4.4. When the Instagram-Twitter dataset is distributed
around the world, we cannot collect enough PoI data for it
and we also think that only considering the spatial effect is
enough for it to link different accounts.

It’s noted that all the user IDs in our datasets are
anonymized to protect user’s privacy. Meanwhile, we store
the data in a secure local server and only core researchers
can access the data with strict non-disclosure agreements.
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TABLE 3
PoIs category distribution on the ISP-Weibo dataset.

Related Function PoI Categories

Residence residence, life services.

Entertainment food, hotel, gym, shopping, leisure.

Business finance, office building, company, trading area.

Industry factory, industrial estate, economic development zone.

Education school, campus.

Scenery spot scenery spot, tourism development.

Suburb villages, towns.

4.1.2 Baselines
We compare the performance of our model with nine state-
of-the-art baselines, including seven classic user identity
linkage algorithms and two deep learning based trajectory
representation models. The detailed introduction of seven
classic methods is as follows.

NFLX: With knowing some external information,
Narayanan et al. [23] propose a statistical model based
mobility trace similarity score to identify the users in the
Netflix dataset. NFLX cannot be directly applied to a cross-
domain linkage problem and we follow the method [8] to
adapt it to our problem.

MSQ: Ma et al. [7] incorporate general knowledge in
forms of global movement constraints and preferences to
identify users from the dataset. Specifically, they consider
the negative square difference between two mobility traces
as their similarity score.

HIST: Naini et al. [24] focus on linking users by matching
the location histograms of their mobility traces. Firstly, they
compute a user’s visiting frequency of each location and
then define a similarity score of two histograms based on
Kullback-Leibler divergence.

LRCF: Goga et al. [25] take the popularity of dif-
ferent locations into consideration. LRCF applies the
term frequency-inverse document frequency(TF-IDF) [26]
weighting scheme to location visiting histograms and mea-
sures mobility trace similarity using a cosine distance.

WYCI: Rossi et al. [13] propose a time based probabilistic
user identifying algorithm. They use the frequency of user
login in different locations to approximate the probability of
visiting these locations. Then they determine if a mobility
trace belongs to a user by computing the user’s probability
to produce the mobility trace.

POIS: POIS [8] algorithm uses the “encountering” events
to measure the similarity of two different-domain mobility
traces. It assigns every “encountering” event a weight based
on a statistical model and uses the weighted sum as the
similarity measure.

GKR-KDE: Chen et al. [21] proposed a kernel density
estimation based method, which characterizes the spatial
pattern of an individual’s check-in activities and then per-
forms user account linkage based on their spatial patterns.
Further, GKR-KDE utilized grid-based KDE for compu-
tational efficiency and entropy-based weight scheme for
negative coincidence.

As we are the first deep learning based model for the
user identity linkage task on different mobility datasets, we

Fig. 9. Build training/validation/testing dataset.

compare our model with two deep learning based models
for trajectory representation.

TULER: Gao et al. [27] utilize the recurrent network to
encode the trajectory into a single vector to identify users in
single mobility data. TULER cannot be directly applied to
our problem, thus we train two independent TULER models
for each mobility data and check whether these two models
can identify each input trajectory as the same user.

t2vec: Li et al. [9] propose to adapt the seq2seq model
with spatial proximity aware loss function to infer and
represent the underlying route information of a trajectory
for efficient trajectory similarity computation. Following the
philosophy of the original paper, we adapt it to our problem
by using a sparse (low sampling) trajectory from one dataset
as input and using dense (high sampling) trajectory with the
same user ID from another dataset as the underlying route
to learn the representation of trajectory. Then, we use this
representation to link different IDs.

For seven classic methods, six of them are from the
pubic implementation 1 and GKR-KDE is from the official
implementation 2 from the author of original paper. We use
the parameters recommended in the public implementation
and adapt them based on the requirement of different
datasets. For two deep learning based methods, we use
the official implementation of TULER 3 and t2vec 4 from
the authors from the original papers. We follow the default
parameter settings from the official repository and fine-tune
them based on the performance on different datasets.

4.1.3 Preprocessing
Figure 9 presents the details of how to build train-
ing/validation/testing dataset in our experiment. As Fig-
ure 9 shows, the first step is to divide the lengthy location
records into continuous mobility trajectories. After this oper-
ation, we obtain two independent mobility trajectory pools,
where each trajectory is labeled with its user ID, for two
different mobility data. As mentioned in the training section,
we first pre-train the model with user identity linkage task

1. https://github.com/whd14/De-anonymization-of-Mobility-
Trajectories

2. https://www.dropbox.com/s/mrkfao8gr8zktkw/ICDE-18-
Chenwei.zip?dl=0

3. https://github.com/gcooq/TUL
4. https://github.com/boathit/t2vec
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TABLE 4
Typical parameter settings of our model DPLink.

Item Value Features input output

batch size 32 location 10000 200
learning rate 1e-3 time 24 10

drop out 0.3 PoI 20 10
fine-tune lr 0.0005 hidden state 200 200

on single data as a warm-up and then fine-tune the model
with user identity linkage task on cross-domain mobility
data. Furthermore, we choose high-quality mobility data
with more frequent and longer records, which is called dense
mobility trajectory data to complete the warm-up linkage
task. Another mobility data source with fewer mobility
records called sparse mobility data is only used in target
user linkage task on cross-domain datasets. The mechanism
of building data in two training stages are the same, while
the main difference is to choose which data to use.

We first introduce the core step of building experiment
data for the user identity linkage task on single domain
data as follows. We randomly choose two trajectories from
the dense mobility data pool with identical owner labels
to build positive trajectory pair. The basic intuition behind
this operation is the regularity of human mobility [15],
[16], which means that the mobility trajectory of one user
keeps similar in the different periods with extremely high
probability. To meet the sample balance requirement of
binary classification problem in the training stage, for every
positive trajectory pair we randomly select two trajectories
from dense mobility data pool with different user IDs to
form a negative trajectory pair. In the training stage and
validation stage, only this one negative sample is enough.

However, in reality, we usually have lots of online ID
candidates for matching, and we need to compare them
together to find the best matching. To simulate this practical
case, in the testing stage, we choose N negative candidates
for matching. Particularly, for each online ID, we choose
those left online IDs whose trajectory has at least one
intersection with it as candidates. Based on the statistics of
our data, the average number of these candidates for each
online ID is around 20. To meet the requirement of batch
size for efficient computation, we select 32 as the default
setting for N in the experiment. To build experimental data
for the user identity linkage task from different data sources
(target task), we follow the similar steps mentioned before.
Different from choosing two input trajectories from the same
mobility dataset for the warm-up linkage task, we choose
one trajectory from dense mobility data and another trajec-
tory from sparse mobility data for the final user identity
linkage task. In our experiment, the proportion of training,
validation and testing data is 6:1:3. It’s noted that we divide
not only the trajectory but also the users by shuffling the
trajectory data with the user label. This operation makes
sure the generalization of our experiment, where some users
may only have few data in the training step and even they
only appear in the testing step.

4.1.4 Metrics and Parameter Settings
Our model is implemented on the Pytorch platform and
the typical parameter settings of our model are presented

in Table 4. Our main code is publicly available 5. In the
experiments, we select GRU as the default recurrent unit
and dot attention as the default attention mechanism for
efficient computation. The results for LSTM and other ba-
sic components are similar. Following the aforementioned
evaluation dataset, our model is trained and validated in
a binary classification manner and finally evaluated in the
search and ranking manner.

In the training step, we use the F1 score and AUC to mea-
sure the performance of our model, which are both widely
used metrics in classification problems. F1 score is calculated
as 2∗Precision∗Recall

Precision+Recall . AUC, known as the area under the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, is equal to
the probability that a classifier will rank a randomly chosen
positive instance higher than a randomly chosen negative
one. With P positive instances and Q negative instances,
AUC can be calculated by the following formulation,

AUC =
∑

i∈+ ranki − P(1 + P)/2
P ×Q

.

In the validation step, we also use the F1 score and AUC as
the metrics to cooperate with the early stopping mechanism
to find the best parameters and avoid overfitting.

In the testing step, we use three widely used metrics in
the ranking scene to evaluate the performance of algorithms
in the user identity linkage task with more than one (e.g.,
N = 32, as mentioned in the preprocessing section) candi-
date online IDs. After algorithm deciding the score for each
candidate, we rank these candidates by score and calculate
the hit-precision@k, MRR@k and nDCG@k. It’s noted that
the default metric in the paper is hit-precision@5, which can
also be aliased as hit@5. Hit-precision of top-k candidates is
defined as follows,

h(x) =

{
k−x
k , if k > x >= 0

0, if x >= k

Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) is a statistical measure to
evaluate the performance of systems that return a ranked list
of answers to queries. For a single query, reciprocal rank is
calculated by 1

rank , where rank is the position of the correct
answer in the result. Normalized Discounted Cumulative
Gain (nDCG) is often used to measure the effectiveness
of ranking in information retrieval. nDCG is the extended
version of hit-precision by assigning higher scores to the hits
at higher positions in the ranking list. Their formulation is
as follows,

MRR@k =
1
k

k∑
i=1

1
ranki

, nDCG@k =

∑k
i=1

2reli −1
log2(i+1)∑N

i=1
2reli −1
log2(i+1)

In our experiments, for all the metrics, higher values indi-
cate better performance.

4.2 Overall performance comparison.

We evaluate our model with nine baselines on three datasets
to present the performance on user identity linkage task by
three widely used ranking metrics. The results are presented
in Table 5. The following analysis are based the results on

5. https://github.com/vonfeng/DPLink
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TABLE 5
The performance of our model and nine state-of-the-art baselines on three real-life datasets, where higher results are better. Bold fronts denotes

the best(highest) results and underline denotes the second best results.

Datasets ISP-Weibo Foursquare-Twitter Instagram-Twitter
Methods hit@5 hit@10 nDCG@10 MRR@10 hit@5 hit@10 nDCG@10 MRR@10 hit@5 hit@10 nDCG@10 MRR@10

HIST 0.245 0.278 0.251 0.228 0.166 0.182 0.157 0.168 0.321 0.325 0.319 0.316
MSQ 0.268 0.354 0.315 0.257 0.170 0.226 0.157 0.202 0.165 0.245 0.200 0.148
POI 0.317 0.357 0.328 0.301 0.165 0.246 0.211 0.155 0.203 0.307 0.263 0.195
LRCF 0.380 0.450 0.402 0.357 0.157 0.178 0.145 0.158 0.321 0.324 0.318 0.315
NFLX 0.380 0.454 0.404 0.357 0.197 0.222 0.174 0.193 0.353 0.357 0.350 0.346
GKR-KDE 0.289 0.355 0.320 0.276 0.226 0.289 0.276 0.229 0.421 0.438 0.434 0.418
WYCI 0.432 0.506 0.460 0.407 0.307 0.351 0.288 0.322 0.402 0.456 0.403 0.394

t2vec 0.334 0.421 0.376 0.389 0.189 0.270 0.237 0.183 0.433 0.494 0.498 0.491
TULER 0.409 0.476 0.437 0.392 0.324 0.429 0.364 0.297 0.815 0.907 0.797 0.737
DPLink 0.499 0.591 0.535 0.535 0.449 0.483 0.451 0.426 0.794 0.857 0.818 0.751

TABLE 6
Performance comparison on the ISP-Weibo and Instagram-Twitter

datasets after tuning the similarity matcher (denoted as ‘SM’).

Datasets Methods hit@5 hit@10 MRR@10 nDCG@10

ISP-Weibo DPLink 0.499 0.591 0.535 0.535
DPLink+SM 0.508 0.594 0.541 0.543

Ins-Twitter DPLink 0.794 0.857 0.818 0.751
DPLink+SM 0.812 0.857 0.786 0.816

hit@5, and the similar results can also be concluded from
the other two metrics including MRR and nDCG.

We first analyze the results of the ISP-Weibo dataset.
Among seven classic linkage baselines, the WYCI algorithm
with the tolerance of different sample rates performs best
with 0.432 hit@5. Besides, the performance of NFLX and
LRCF with the tolerance of mismatch from the spatial or
temporal view are also similar well. Particularly, the hit-
precision of our model is 0.499, which is 15% higher than
the best baseline WYCI. Besides, we compare our model
DPLink with other two state-of-the-art trajectory representa-
tion algorithms: TULER and t2vec. The results demonstrate
that our model outperforms both of them more than 17%.
TULER is designed for directly identifying the user from a
single mobility dataset. It fails to obtain better performance
due to two potential reasons: 1) TULER cannot identify any
new users because the user set is decided in the training
step. However, in our experiments, the users in the testing
step are not identical to the training step; 2) each TULER
only focus on its single mobility dataset and ignores the
potential correlation between two different mobility dataset.
Based on the seq2seq model, t2vec is proposed to infer and
represent the underlying route information of a trajectory
for efficient trajectory similarity computation. In practice,
t2vec needs an extremely high-quality dataset (e.g., taxi
trajectory dataset with less than 1 minute sampling period)
to learn good enough representative function. It fails to
handle the poor quality (low sampling and missing records)
and the heterogeneity nature of our cross-domain mobility
dataset. DPLink is designed for the user identity linkage task
and succeeds in dealing with these challenges with special
network design and training strategies. On the one hand,
the location encoder and trajectory encoder help DPLink
extract representative features from a single trajectory. On

the other hand, the attention-based selector enables DPLink
to capture the correlation between two trajectories with
different properties from different mobility data. Finally, the
MLP based comparator network acts as a powerful classifier
to obtain the final result. Based on DPLink, we design a
similarity matcher as an additional component to help our
model extract the capture the trajectory similarity from the
isolated location view, whose performance on the ISP-Weibo
dataset is presented in Table 6. Here, we choose to fine-tune
the similarity matcher component on the best DPLink. As
Table 6 shows, the performance of our whole model has
improved again on two datasets. Besides, while the fine-
tuning of our model in the small Foursquare-Twitter dataset
is easy to be over-fitted, we do not report their results here.

Similar results can also be found in the Foursquare-
Twitter dataset. Because of the smaller volume and sparse
nature of the Foursquare-Twitter dataset, the performance of
all the methods is lower. However, due to the powerful rep-
resentation ability of neural network and transfer learning
based training strategy, our model still achieves about 0.4
hit-precision. Compared with the state-of-the-art methods,
the performance gain of our model can be up to 25%. The
result of the Instagram-Twitter dataset is a little bit different.
First, we can observe that the performance of all methods
on it is much better than on the other two datasets. This is
due to that the visited locations in this data are spread in
multiple cities with a huge spatial range. Thus, the visited
locations of different users are quite different, which leads to
higher performance in the table. While TULER can achieve
competitive results even a little bit better performance with
hit-precision, our model still outperforms all the baselines
in MRR@10 and nDCG@10 metrics.

In summary, some baselines can achieve competitive
results with our model in easy settings (e.g., Instagram-
Twitter dataset with dispersed location distribution in mul-
tiple cities), but our model can perform much better in
difficult settings (e.g., ISP-Weibo dataset in a single city).
The extensive evaluation results of three real-life datasets
demonstrate the superiority of our model than other the-
state-of-the-art methods on user identity linkage task.

4.3 The effects of the pre-training strategy.
In this section, we conduct experiments to demonstrate the
effect of the pre-training strategy for DPLinkon heteroge-
neous data. As introduced before, based on the statistic
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TABLE 7
Performance of different training mechanisms on the ISP-Weibo
dataset. For example, “Full−Location Encoder” denotes that the

embedding weights of location encoder are not shared in the pre-train
step, which means the location encoder is trained from scratch in user

identity linkage task.

Training Strategy hit@5 (mean+std) ∆

Train from Scratch 0.257 ± 0.025 -48.3%

Full Pretrain 0.497 ± 0.013 0

Full-Location Encoder 0.404 ± 0.018 -18.7%
Full-Recurrent Encoder 0.438 ± 0.005 -11.9%
Full-Selector 0.395 ± 0.014 -20.5%
Full-Comparator 0.499 ± 0.009 +0.4%

(a) Testing performance curves. (b) Testing loss curves.

Fig. 10. The comparison results between two types of training mecha-
nisms on the ISP-Weibo dataset.

information in Table 2, we find that the ISP-Weibo dataset
is more heterogeneous when the records from ISP are over
4 times denser than the records from Weibo. Meanwhile,
the data in the other two datasets are not so heterogeneous.
Thus, the pre-training testing experiment is only conducted
on the ISP-Weibo dataset, whose results are presented in
Table 7, and Figure 10-11.

Table 7 shows the performance of our model with differ-
ent training strategies on the ISP-Weibo dataset. The pre-
train step is crucial for better performance. Furthermore,
we choose to remove different components of DPLink from
the sharing weights step to locate the most important com-
ponent for the performance. As Table 7 shows, removing
location embedding and selector weights from the sharing
step leads to the worst performance, which denotes the
crucial role of location encoder and attention-based selector
in modeling. Besides, the effect of removing the recurrent
encoder is smaller and removing the comparator network
weights even does not harm the performance at all. These
results tell us that transitional relations and classification
knowledge are not hard to learn from beginning in this task.

We dive into the training process to understand the
importance of the pre-train step. As Figure 10(a) shows, after
pre-training, the initial performance of our model before
fine-tuning on target task can be higher than 0.35, which is
better than the best performance of model trained from the
scratch. With fine-tuning on the target task, the hit-precision
of our model can be further improved to 0.49. Figure 10(b)
presents the variation trend of testing loss of models with
different training mechanism. Due to the heterogeneity of
mobility data, the model trained from scratch becomes over-
fitted at the very start. Meanwhile, the pre-trained model
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Fig. 11. The effects of different pre-train parameters on ISP-Weibo
dataset.

(a) PoI@ISP-Weibo. (b) PoI@Foursquare-Twitter.

(c) Noise@ISP-Weibo. (d) Noise@Twitter-
Foursquare.

(e) Noise@Instagram-
Twitter.

Fig. 12. The effects of data quality (geographical context and noisy
records) on our model. The first two figures present the effects of
semantic context (PoI) with different embedding sizes on the ISP-Weibo
and the Foursquare-Twitter dataset. The last three figures present the
performance of our model on three datasets with different noise input.

learns the knowledge about the task and performs better
and better.

Figure 11 presents the effects of data volume and model
performance of the pre-train step on the performance of our
model on target task. As Figure 11(a) shows, with more and
more data utilized on the single domain linkage task in the
pre-train step, the final performance of our model on the
target task also becomes better and better. This observation
tells us that enough unlabeled data on a single domain can
help to improve the performance of our model on the target
task and reduce the requirement of labeled cross-domain
data. Figure 11(b) shows us that better pre-trained model
on a single domain linkage task produces better a fine-tune
model on the target task.

4.4 Expansion capability and stability study.
In this section, we evaluate whether DPLink can utilize
external information with the help of a multi-modal embed-
ding based location encoder to improve the performance
on user identity linkage task and whether it works robustly
with noisy records. The results are presented in Figure 12-14.

To evaluate the expansion capability of multi-modal em-
bedding network, we build three kinds of PoI distribution
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Fig. 13. Average attention wights of three types of points on the testing
set of the ISP-Weibo dataset. For example, “negative@dense” means
that the attention weights are from the dense(high quality) mobility
trajectory with a negative label.

(a) The effects of sample
rate(trajectory length) of ISP
trajectory.

(b) The effects of the diversity of
the sample rate(trajectory length)
between trajectories.

Fig. 14. The effects of different trajectory characteristics on the ISP-
Weibo dataset. “sparse” denotes short trajectory length and low sample
rate in the ISP trajectory. “I<W” means the length of the ISP trajectory is
shorter than the length of the Weibo trajectory, while “IvW” denotes the
length of the ISP trajectory is close to the Weibo trajectory.

features: 1) multi-hot distribution, which only describes
whether specific type PoI exists in the region; 2) normalized
probability distribution of different PoIs in the region; 3) tf-
idf distribution, the enhanced version of normalized prob-
ability distribution. The evaluation results are presented in
Figure 12(a) and Figure 12(b). The results show that DPLink
is able to apply external PoI information to further improve
the performance from 0.49 to more than 0.51 on the ISP-
Weibo dataset with enough PoI data. While the results on
the Foursquare-Twitter dataset is a little bit worse, we think
this is due to the low quality of the collected PoI data for it
whose volume and coverage are limited. In general, we find
that the multi-hot feature of PoI distribution performs much
better and stable.

Figure 12(c)-12(e) present the performance variations of
DPLink with noisy trajectory input on three datasets. In
these figures, the noise rate is 20% means that 20% trajec-
tories in the data are randomly selected to randomly replace
one real data point in it with a noisy point. As Figure 12(c)-
12(e) shows, the performance of our model keeps stable
with the increase of noise rate on three datasets, which
demonstrates the robustness of DPLink. Furthermore, we
visualize the attention weights of three kinds of points in the
trajectory to verify whether our co-attention based selector
plays an important role in filtering out the harmful effects of
noisy records. We only present the results on the ISP-Weibo
dataset, the results on the other two datasets are similar.
Three types of points are 1) intersection location between
two trajectories; 2) noisy point inserted by the program; 3)

Fig. 15. Hyper-parameter study of DPLink model on three datasets,
where ? denotes the default parameter value.

other location points. In Figure 13, we analyze the average
attention weights of three types points in 4 scenarios which
include the dense/sparse (high/low quality) mobility data
with positive/negative labels. As Figure 13 shows, the aver-
age attention weight for intersection point is the highest and
the weight for the noisy point is the lowest, which distinctly
demonstrates the selecting value of our selector.

We investigate the effects of data quality (sample rate)
for the performance of our model on the ISP-Weibo dataset
in Figure 14. As Figure 14(a) shows, the performance of
our model in the difficult cases (sparse trajectory with
low sample rate) is similar to the performance(0.42) of
the best baseline on the whole dataset. With the augment
of trajectory sample rate, our model can achieve better
and better linkage performance. Figure 14(b) presents the
similar results of the performance gain of our model from
another view: the diversity of sample rate (trajectory length)
between trajectories from two platforms. As Figure 14(b)
shows, when the sample rate of trajectories from two plat-
forms is similar(IvW), the performance of our model will
be better. For those unbalanced samples, the performance of
our model will reduce but is still better than the baselines.

In summary, our model with specific designs achieves
promising performance over baselines on various scenarios,
including considering semantic information, noisy input
and different data quality. The extensive results demonstrate
the effectiveness of our model: not only the whole frame-
work but also each specifically designed component.

4.5 Hyper-parameters study of DPLink model.
In this section, we test the influence of several critical hyper-
parameters in the model on the user identity linkage task.
Besides, we evaluate the stability of the proposed models.
The results are presented in Figure 15 and Figure 16.
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Fig. 16. The effects of different combinations of recurrent network (LSTM
and GRU) and attention mechanisms (D(dot), M(mlp), G(general)) on
original model DPLink and enhanced model DPLink+SM, where ‘SM’
denotes the similarity matcher.

Following the successful practice in language model-
ing [19], we apply embedding dropout in the location en-
coder, which is similar to perform variational dropout on the
connection between the one-hot input and the embedding
lookup. As the figures in the first row of Figure 15 show,
suitable embedding dropout provides our model about 4%
performance gain and the embedding dropout rate is ex-
pected to be small to 0.1 based on the practice. The results of
the dropout in the comparator are presented in the second
row of Figure 15, compared with the embedding dropout,
the influence of dropout in the comparator is smaller, 0.2 is
a good initialized value for it. As the figures in the third row
of Figure 15 show, the size of hidden vector in the recurrent
layer has an important impact for the final performance of
the model. According to our experiment, 200 ∼ 300 is the
sufficient range for the hidden size. In the experiment, we
also find that one layer GRU achieves the best performance
while more layers with dropout can obtain similar results.
The figures in the final row of Figure 15 present the results
of different location embedding size. Compared with the
hidden size, the effects of location embedding size is smaller.

In Figure 16, we test whether the different combinations
of recurrent networks and attention mechanisms signifi-
cantly influence the final performance on three datasets.
All the results are obtained by at least 5 independent
experiments with a different random seed. According to
Figure 16, we find that both GRU and LSTM can achieve
promising performance and dot-based attention performs
better among three kinds of attention mechanisms. From the
results, we find that the performance of the original version
of DPLink fluctuate a lot for different attention mechanisms,
e.g., the performance of GRU-mlp is about 0.43 which is
much lower than the best performance on the ISP-Weibo
dataset. To reduce this performance variation introduced
by recurrent units and attention mechanism, we design a
similarity matcher in the trajectory encoder as supplement.
Similarity matcher provides another independent view for
modelling the correlation between trajectories, which are
parallelized the original relation modelling path including
the recurrent encoder and co-attention selector. In this way,
the similarity matcher can be regarded as a powerful sup-
plement component for the correlation modelling between
trajectories and will play an important role when the perfor-
mance of correlation modelling is influenced by the selection
of recurrent units and attention mechanisms. As Figure 16
shows, the enhanced model DPLink+SM achieves more
stable performance on different combinations of recurrent

network and attention mechanism, e.g., the performance of
GRU-mlp is improved from about 0.43 to 0.47, which is close
to the reported best performance on the ISP-Weibo dataset.
We can find similar results on the other two datasets.
In summary, with introducing the independent correlation
modelling component similarity matcher, the stability of our
model with different combinations of recurrent units and
attention mechanisms is successfully improved.

5 RELATED WORK

Applications of Identity Linkage: A number of applications
can benefit from linking IDs across services. For example,
Kumar et al. [1] investigated the user migration patterns
across social media to provide guidance for online social
network design. Zafarani et al. [3] and Yan et al. [2] lever-
aged linked IDs across social networks for better friend rec-
ommendations. Yang et al. [28] leveraged linked IDs across
sites for better video recommendations. All these works
indicate the strong motivations for the service provider
to link IDs belonging to the same user. Besides, some re-
searchers [29], [30] tried to protect users from identification
attack by matching mobility trajectory.

Identity Linkage using Trajectory Data: A few recent
works examine the possibility of linking IDs based on loca-
tion data [7], [8], [13], [21], [23], [24], [31]–[37]. Mudhakar
et al. [31] and Ji et al. [32], [38] focused on linking IDs
based on users’ graph/network structures. They adapted
their algorithms to location trajectories by constructing a
“contact graph” to model users encountering with each
other. However, these algorithms still require using social
network graphs, which are not available in our scenario.
Besides, some algorithms are designed to tolerate data noise
such as temporal mismatching [23] and spatial mismatch-
ing [7]. Wang et al. [14] proposed algorithms with tolerating
spatial or temporal mismatches (or both) and modeling user
behavior for better linkage performance. Other algorithms
implemented de-anonymization attacks based on individual
user’s mobility patterns [13], [24], [33]. Finally, researchers
also developed identity linkage algorithms based on “en-
countering” events [8], [21], [34], [35]. By considering the
location context (e.g., user population density), it achieved a
better performance [8], [21]. However, none of them is able
to capture the trajectory dynamics and integrate semantic
information simultaneously.

Representation Learning for Trajectories: Recently,
deep learning has been used for spatial-temporal data min-
ing [39]–[41] such as next location prediction [40], [42]
and trajectory embedding [9], [27], [39]. Yao et al. [39]
used a recurrent network with manually features to cluster
trajectory into several clusters. Gao et al. [27] proposed
to identify users in one mobility dataset via a recurrent
network encoder. However, the uniqueness of an individual
in one dataset does not imply that this user can be easily
recognized in another dataset. Besides, this method can not
be applied to new users whose data has not been trained
with the model. Based on one dense taxi trajectory dataset,
Li et al. [9] used a seq2seq model to measure the similarity of
sub-trajectories extracted from one dense trajectory, which
requires high data quality and fails to model the relationship
of trajectories from different datasets.
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Due to the limitation of model design, all these exist-
ing methods are not suitable for the user identity linkage
problem for different mobility data. Compared with these
methods, our model is not only designed to extract compre-
hensive trajectory features but also to model the correlated
relationship between trajectories. This interaction ability is
based on the attention mechanism introduced by Bahdanau
et al. [43] in the neural machine translation task. Feng et
al. [40] is the first work to introduce the attention model
to predict human mobility. However, instead of achieving
mobility prediction, our focus is to measure the trajectory
similarity from the different data sources to link online IDs.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the task of user identity link-
age by leveraging the power of deep learning. We proposed
an end-to-end deep learning framework to link different
accounts from heterogeneous mobility data. The proposed
model employs location encoder and trajectory encoder to
model the complicated single trajectory feature and apply
co-attention based selector to focus on discriminative parts
when matching two mobility trajectories. Extensive experi-
ments on two real-life mobility datasets show that DPLink
significantly outperforms nine baselines on the user identity
linkage task. Compared with the existing solutions, the
proposed model achieves a general similarity measurement
for heterogeneous mobility data. Besides, it is robust to
the noise of trajectory and is easy to extend to external
information like PoI distribution. There are several future
directions for our work. First, because of the limitation of
the datasets, we only consider simple external geographical
context data like the PoIs category. In the future, we plan
to expand the multi-modal embedding module to process
the raw textual information in the check-in data. Second,
although the pre-training mechanism works well, it is still
not easy to directly train a good model for sparse mobility
data. Thus, design more stable network structure and better
training mechanism is also an important direction.
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